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Abstract— Lately, progresses in an equipment innovation 

have endorsed higher techniques for the collection records 

consistently. In enormous wide variety of utilizations, as an 

instance, a machine observing, the extent of the such records 

is massive to the factor that it is probably tough to store the 

information on the circle. In many of applications such as a 

network monitoring, the volume of the such data is so large 

that it may be impossible to a store the data on the disk. Also 

there is not enough space to a store these unbounded data 

streams. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The amount of the packages depending on data created 

constantly is expanding rapidly. Network traffic checking 

frameworks, sensor structures for looking at assembling 

bureaucracy or systems are the instances of such applications. 

The information originating from those assets is have to 

prepared earlier than they're became out of obsolete and 

furthermore the choices ought to be successful taken inside 

the constant. 

Since expansive extent of the records is created, 

massive scale Distributed move making ready automobiles 

(DSPEs) are created address the managing in an appropriated 

fashion. Organizations are transferring from cluster coping 

with to non-stop investigation to pick out up the profitable 

information as speedy as might be expected underneath the 

circumstances.  

Information mining calculations give respectable 

structures to preparing facts and there are spilling renditions 

of the maximum widespread facts mining calculations 

available within writing. Other than the information mining 

calculations there are the special calculations produced for 

finding measurements about the gushing facts also.  

Data mining algorithms is provide nice frameworks 

for a processing data and there are streaming versions of the 

most popular data mining algorithms available in the 

literature. Other than the data mining algorithms there are the 

various algorithms developed for finding a statistics about the 

streaming data as well. 

1) Single pass over the data 

2) Memory and  time bounded 

3) The results of the processing an available continuously 

There are many streaming algorithms are available 

in the literature and in this report we will able to look at a 

Clustering algorithms, Classification algorithms and also the 

some statistic calculation algorithms. 

II. RELATIVE STUDY 

A. An Intuitive Framework for understanding Changes in 

Evolving Data Streams 

It is provably impossible to solve this problem in sublinear 

space if one is restricted to either deterministic algorithms 

Thus, we shall seek a randomized approximation algorithm. 

In this lecture, we give a simple algorithm for this problem 

that has interesting, but not optimal, quality guarantees.  

The previous clustering algorithm we are discussed 

were using the entire data stream for a calculating the clusters. 

These algorithms are one-‐pass algorithms over  on the data 

stream. 

When data streams are fast and continuous, it 

becomes important to analyze and predict the trends quickly 

in online fashion. In this paper, we discuss the concept of 

velocity density estimation, a technique[1] used to 

understand, visualize and determine trends in the evolution of 

fast data streams.  

We show how to use velocity density estimation in 

order to create both temporal velocity profiles and spatial 

velocity profiles at periodic instants in the time.  

Methods are proposed to visualize the changing of 

data trends in a single online scan of the data stream, and a 

computational requirement which is linear in number of data 

points. In addition, batch processing techniques are proposed 

in order to identify combinations of dimensions[2] which 

show the greatest amount of global evolution 

B. Mining Association Rules between Sets of items in Large 

Databases. 

We are given large database of customer transactions. Each 

transaction consists of the items purchased by customer visit. 

The algorithm incorporates buffer management and novel 

estimation and pruning techniques. We also present results of 

applying this algorithm[6] to sales data obtained from  large 

retailing company, which shows the effectiveness of the 

algorithm. 

C. Framework for High Dimensional Projected Clustering 

of Data Streams. 

The data stream problem has been studied extensively in 

recent years, because of the great ease collection of stream 

data. The nature of stream data makes it essential to use 

algorithms[3] which require only one pass over the data. The 

micro clusters are to be maintained over the whole history of 

the data stream. At the initial step of the algorithm is an 

sufficient amount of incoming of data is put to the disk and 

also a traditional K-‐Means clustering algorithm is to be run 

on this data to get the initial micro clusters. 

This method is however difficult to generalize to 

data streams because of complexity of the method and the 

large volume of data streams. In this paper, we propose a new, 

high dimensional, projected data stream clustering method, 
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called Upstream. The method incorporates a fading cluster 

structure, and projection based clustering methodology.  

It is incrementally updatable and highly scalable on 

both the number of dimensions[5] and the size of data streams, 

and it achieves better clustering quality in comparison with 

the previous stream clustering methods. 

D. Association Rule Mining (ARM) 

The first major task for ARM is the identification of frequent 

patterns, which has been the focus of many research efforts. 

For instance, the SWIM algorithm [10] differentially 

maintains frequent patterns over a large sliding window. 

SWIM uses FP-tree data structure to compute/store frequent 

patterns, whose frequencies are monitored with a fast verifier 

(i.e., an algorithm based on conditional counting for 

definition of verification).  

An on-line mining system must integrate such new 

and advanced mining algorithms. For instance, Calders, 

proposed an approach to incorporate ARM in relational 

databases through virtual mining views. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We revisit the DISTINCT-ELEMENTS problem from last 

time, giving a better solution, in terms of the both 

approximation guarantee and also space usage; we also seek 

good time complexity. Thus, we are again the vanilla 

streaming model. 

We have a stream D with each and this is implicitly 

defines a frequency vector. Let D be the number of distinct 

elements that appear in. We want an approximation (as in 

Definition 0.2.1) to d. 

In this section we present algorithm dubbed BJKST, 

after names of the authors: Bar-Yossef, Jayram, 

Kumar,Sivakumar and Trevisan [BJKC04]. The original 

paper in which this algorithm is the presented actually gives 

the three algorithms, the third (and, in a sense, “best”) of 

which we are the presenting.  

The “zeros” notation below is  same as in Section . 

The values b and c are universal constants that will be 

determined later, based on the desired guarantees on the 

algorithm’s estimate. 

IV. BJKST ALGORITHM 

1) Choose a random hash function h:[n]     [n] from                                           

2-universal family  

2) Choose a random hash function g:[n]            [b€^-4 log^2 

n] from a 2-universal family ; 

3) z          0 ; 

4) B           Ø ; 

Process j : 

5) if zeros(h(j )) ≥ z then 

6)    B         B U {g(j) ,zeros(h(j ))} ; 

7)    while |B|≥ c/€^2 do 

8)          z        z +C 1 ; 

9)      shrink B by removing all (§,ß)with ß < z ; 

This time, rather than simply tracking the maximum 

value of zeros (h(j)) in the stream, we try to determine the size 

of bucket B consisting of all tokens j with zeros(h(j))>z. Of 

the d distinct tokens in the stream, we expect d/2z to the fall 

into this bucket. Therefore |B|2z should be a good estimate for 

d.0 

We want B to be small so that we can be store 

enough information (remember, we are trying to a save space) 

to track |B| accurately. At the same time, we want B to large 

so that the estimate we produce is accurate enough. It turns 

out that letting B grow to about O.1="2 / in size is right 

tradeoff. Finally, as a space saving trick, the algorithm does 

not store the actual tokens in B but only their hash values 

under g, together with value of zeros (h(j)) that is needed to 

remove the appropriate elements from B when must be 

shrunk. 

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. View: 

 
Fig. 1: 

In this fig1 we have to view details about the voters.  

B. Preprocessing: 

 
Fig. 2: 

In this fig2 that data would be preprocessing the data that 

means they have be avoid the duplicates. 

C. BJKST: 

 
Fig. 3: 
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In this fig3 that data would be streaming data using BJKST 

algorithm. Using this that data will be mining. 

D. Graph: 

 
Fig. 4: 

In this fig4 shows that mining data in graphical 

representation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we will show a data stream mining system that 

goes beyond the existing solutions for even static mining, by 

a providing an extensible mining workbench. We will also be 

demonstrate integration of the user defined mining 

algorithms, including advanced algorithms for mining the 

data that would be continuously flow the data. 
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